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PURPOSE 
Thi.S�easay is an attempt to offer solutions to some of the technical 
difficulties a student is likely to encounter in met�l-plate lithography . 
It is intended to be both a practical handbook and a resource guide to 
direct the interested student to additional works which may be of value to 
him .  The project is based upon the principle that technical ability is 
important to artistic expression; even the best artist is severely limited 
if he does not possess the technical expertise with which to execute his 
ideas . Of course such knowledge does not necessarily guarantee work of 
high artistic quality, and important innovations have been known to develop 
out of an ignorance of 'proper techniques; ' however, lack of technical 
ability can cause an otherwise succes sful work to fail. Therefore, no 
attempt will be made to deal with the questions of the esthetic aspects of 
lithography or its historical importance although both are valid fields 
for study and would greatly enrich the student's awareness and sensitivity 
to the media. 
An important aspect of this project is the limitations placed upon 
it by available working conditions .  First, lithography is usually done on 
a side-lever press with a scraper bar rather than an etching press with a 
roller. A lithography press allows the printer to apply pressure after 
the plate is under the bar; assorted sizes of bars allow for adjustment to 
differing image sizes, and the greased tympan provides a slick surface 
which enables the bar to move smoothly regardles s  of the amount of pressure. 
Metal plates are usually placed upon stones for printing and can be inked in 
the press, eliminating the need to move the plate for each print. Second, 
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when inking a lithograph one usually uses a leather roller the approxi­
mate size of a :rolling:pin . With such a roller it is possible to control 
the amount of ink laid down by rapid, light movements; the surface of the 
roller picks up ink when the roller is brought back across the image, and 
a skillful printer can clean a smutty plate simply by flicking the roller 
over the surface. The softer edges and more controlled pressure eliminate 
troublesome brayer marks . Third, the lack of specialized inks does not 
allow for comparison with the general purpose inks used in the prints for 
this project . There are a number of different inks used for processing a 
lithograph; each ink has its own characteristics and purpose in the 
development of the image through the processing. 
Although all of these factors influenced the direction and outcome 
of this project, one of the major goals has been to provide the groundwork 
with which to make lithography a feasible project for the average printmaking 
student. Since only the best equipped schools are likely to offer the 
advantages of the specialized equipment described above, it was important 
to discover ways to overcome the limitations of u sing general purpose 
equipment . Therefore, the twofold goal of the project is to provide a 
practical resource for the printmaking student interested in lithography 
and to demonstrate that the production of quality lithographs is possible 
within the framework of the average art department. 
The type of experiments that make up the content of this thesis 
project relate to the basic procedures of lithography and have been divided 
into categories accordingly . The first section of this essay is arranged 
so that related problems and solutions are grouped together in the order of 
procedure and not in relation to the method followed in trying to solve them. 
This arrangement enables the student to acquaint himself with all the factors 
and available solutions to a problem at once since the difficulties are 
often inter-related. 
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The chapters are arranged in the order they are encountered during 
printing� counteretching, etching, wash out, rub up, roll up, proofing, 
and printing. A Process Guide follows this part of the paper and contains 
a list of materials and formulas used, and a step-by-step guide to processing . 
Illustrations and a discussion of the problems and solutions related to 
each are included at the end of the paper. An annotated bibliography is 
included to provide the student with sources for further study . Since 
there are valuable works which deal with particular aspects of lithography 
in great detail, the author may refer the student to another source rather 
than duplicate the material here. 
MATERIALS USED 
Materials have already been discussed to some extent; however, 
further discussion is required before continuing. Metal plates are a 
technical adaption of the stones originally used in lithography and are 
conunercially ground to reproduce the stone's surface. The plates are 
primarily zinc or aluminum, but some are made of several metals. The metals 
require somewhat different handling and produce slightly different results. 
In this project aluminum plates were used exclusively, although some autho­
ritie s do not consider them to be the best, because they are the most easily 
accessible, thanks to the development of offset lithography which uses 
aluminum. While this project deals with aluminum plates, the basic process 
is the same for other lithographic media. 
Formulas for etches, counteretches, and foundation so lutions follow 
the text, and the chemicals can be obtained from a chemistry department. 
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Inks used were general purpose, oil base printing inks and multilith stencil 
ink. Brayers were the synthetic type made for general use by art departments. 
A general purpose paper with a relatively smooth surface works best since 
textured paper will not pick up ink evenly . To eliminate bulk, illustrations 
for this paper are on Strathmore drawing paper . (With the exception of �late I 
which is on a lighter weight paper . )  Its surface accepts ink well and i s  
therefore useful for proofs when newsprint i s  not available. High rag 
content improves the ability of paper to last longer without discoloration 
or deterioration. A complete listing of chemicals and materials. ,used in 
this project follows the section on.pl7ocedure .  
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i i . iP�URE 
Because of the.variety of methods used by lithographers the student 
' i,s often confused when trying to determine the best method of procedure. 
i :E:Very printmaker seems to have his own etches, processes, and explanations 
which more often than not contradict other sources . Some of these dif-
fel:'ences are minor and do not have much effect on the outcome of the print. 
While some printers insist that talc and rosin, gum, and etch must be moved 
in tight circles for the best results, others recommend horizontal and 
vertical movements. In these instances the stutlant must decide which 
authority he will use, and it is wise to try several different methods of 
working until the one which is best suited to the individual develops. 
More important changes in procedure such as different formulas for etches 
� the addition or elimination of steps in the procedure could very easily 
have a siqnificant effect. 
Because this variety becomes confusing when one is searching for a 
solution to a particular problem or simply attempting to understand the 
workin9s of the process, it becomes necessary to synthesize ideas and 
methods of working from one source with another . This project is a synthe-
sis of concepts and techniques and is an attempt to produce a workable 
method of procedure within the limitations of the average art department. 
It contains those portions from each source wnich seemed to produce the best 
results. While it is recomnended that the student follow these procedures 
carefully, he should keep in mind that they are simply another method of 
working that has been tailored to the needs of this proj ect . After gaining 
some experienc e  with the techniques and an understanding of the chemistry of 
lithography he can proceed to develop his own method of working. 
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S ince lithography is a chemical method of printing it is important 
to understand, at l east superfic ial ly , the chemical processes which enable 
it to work . Without such an under standing the procedure becomes merely a 
ritual which must be followed dogmatical ly,1 and problems , when they arise , 
cannot be analyzed in relation to their causes .  In theory the basic pro­
cedure for all lithography is the same ; however , in practice each material 
requires special chemical s and s l ightly different processing . In order to 
print a l ithograph , two films must be establ i shed on the printing .surface ;  
the greasy image area which attracts and ho lds ink and the non- image area 
which repe l l s  ink and attracts water . Images on metal plates are less 
stable than those on stone s ince they cannot penetrate the surface of the 
plate . Aluminum i s  hydrophilic (water-loving ) ,  and the non-image areas are 
resistant to fill ing in and scumming . The images require careful handl ing , 
however , since careless proce s sing and the abras ion of printing can destroy 
their hold on the surface . 
Before the image can be adhered to the surface of a plate the oxide 
film and dirt must be cleaned away . S ince the oxide formations are not 
water- solubl e they must be broken down with a counteretch ( for explanation 
of procedure , see pp. 1 2-35). Besides removing the oxide film from the 
surface of the plate , the counteretch al so deposits organic salts which 
enabl e the plate to absorb the films of grease and gum . Once the plate is 
counteretched it is receptive to the grease of the drawing material s .  Upon 
completion of the grease drawing the films of grease and hydrophilic gum 
must be establ ished . 
The etching solution desensitizes the non-printing sections of the 
plate . The sl ightly ac idic gum solut ion releases the fatty particles from 
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the greasy drawing and allows them to attach themselves to the plate surface. 
Dusting with rosin and talc protects the image from being destroyed by the 
acid in the etch while bonding the grease to the surface of the metal. At 
the same time that the etch is establishing the grease film of the drawing, 
it is creating a grease-repelling film on the rest of the plate. Wiping the 
etch dry improves the establishment of these absorbed films according to 
tests cited by Antreasian and Adams . 2 The etch is washed off and a protec­
tive film of gum is applied and rubbed dry . Now the image must be firmly 
established by replacing the drawing materials with a more concentrated 
grease . The image is washed out through the gum and a printing ba se is 
applied . The gum film is an exact stencil of the image and protects the 
non-image areas from the greasy printing base . 3 After the printing base 
is inked the second etch is applied and dried, and the plate is gummed 
again . It is now ready to be proofed and printed . 4 
Lithography depends upon the establishment and preservation of these 
two films, one grease-repelling and one water-repelling, on the plate surface. 
Printing problems such as scumming, filling in, or an image which does not 
ink properly are related to the condition of one or the other of these films. 
Because the films cannot penetrate into the plate the image and non-image 
areas are in constant danger of being "displaced" or disoriented. 115 The 
destruction of the relationships between these two films and the plate 
surface can ruin a plate . Since aluminum is less sensitive to grease than 
water it may lose its grease film if it is not well established and protected 
throughout the edition. Ontte ·lt:.tle image is lost there is little that can be 
done to regain it since aluminum does not accept additions successfully 
after etching. 
Although the process may seem simple in theory, it becomes quite 
complicated in practice ; therefore, the student is advised to familiarize 
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hims elf with the process thoroughly before beginning . Antreas ian and Adams 
give an excel lent account of lithography including a detailed discuss ion 
of the chemistry as well as the techniques and practical business of one o f  
the best professional printshops i n  America, the Tamarind Lithography 
Workshop; Knign and Zimiles, also associated with Tamarind, offer a c l ear, 
although l es s  detailed, account of the lithographic process, and Weaver's 
explanations and procedures are eas ily understood. Hel ler, Cliffe, and 
Woods also give step-by-step instructions in the processing of metal pl ates . 
The books by these authors contain a great deal of useful information about 
lithography. 
COUNTERETCHING 
Plates that have been stored for some time wi l l  have developed an 
oxide coating which must be cleaned off before drawing can commence .  The 
counteretch breaks the oxide film into a water-soluble form and, at the 
same time, deposits salts which enable the gum and grease to adhere to the 
surface of hhe plate. The plate must be washed careful ly before counter­
etching; using a c l ean cloth or cotton wipe, scrub the surface l ightly, 
changing to c lean cloths as they become soiled. After s crubbing the plate, 
enough counteretch should be poured onto the plate to cover the surface . 
One- to- two minutes should be· sufficient to sensitize the plate . To insure 
complete counteretching, the solution can be poured off after the first 
minute and the plate covered again with new solution, rocking the plate 
back and forth for one minute to distribute the so lution evenly. After the 
excess water is poured off and the plate is blotted it should be fanned dry. 
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The plate i s  now sen sit ive to grease; and ca re must be exercised not 
l't!Rl:;1!;lontarninate the surfa ce ina dvert entl y. Body oil s from the hands ca n 
r�t'e smudges. At t his time man y print makers suggest paint in g  a border of 
<JW 1i:t.z:uw1d the pl ate; this border protect s the margin s and all ows for easier 
. MPCitJ.ing of the pl ate. Because oxidation will begin again, it is important 
1tb;process t he plate as quickl y as possibl e a fter counteretching. 
Jlltt.WING 
After counteret ching, the plat e is rea dy to receive the dra wing. 
I.4thographic d rawing material s mu st con tain grease in order to establish 
the proper chemical rel at ionships. Although there a re tradit ional dra wing 
material s, any substance contain ing grea se can be empl oyed. Contemporary 
print makers make use of soap, felt markers, and many other material s in 
addition to t radit ional drawing mat eria l s. Tu sche and crayon s  a re ca pabl e 
of being dilut ed in water and ot her sol vent s t o  form washes. Tusche is al so 
applied full st rength for sol id area s, l in es, and splat ter t echniques. 
Crayons come in varying d egrees of softness (the a moun t  of shel l ac in the 
crayon regulates the stiffness of the crayon a nd, consequentl y, the a mount 
of grea se l aid down, producing graduated shades and ton es) and are u sed l ike 
pencil s or conte crayons. Tusche is solu bl e in wat er, tu rpentine, la cquer 
thinner, and a number of other substa nces; each sol vent possesses its own 
qualities. Since the different printing elements (stone, zin c, and al uminu m) 
react differentl y  it would be wise to study the demonstrat ion plates in 
Knign and Zimil es, p. 69.6 Because tusche wa shes are ext remel y d ifficult 
to control Ant reasian and Ada ms recommend making a test chart in order to 
el iminat e the uncertainty. This chart involves etching a plate consisting 
of test squa res containing ca refu lly recorded mixtures of tusche and solven ts. 
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From this chart washes can be duplicated with a better degree of certainty 
to produce a particular effect. For an in depth discussion of the behavior 
of tusche washes, their chemistry, and processing, see Antreasian and Adams.7 
With the progress of recent years, lithographic technique has improved 
and many new materials and effects have been discovered and perfected. 
Not only has _the list of drawing materials been expanded, but it has been 
enriched by the innovat ive experimentation of artists. Almost any material 
containing grease has been utilized including bars of soap and iron on 
transfers. Asphalturn and ink can be applied to create rich solids, and 
negative drawing techniques such as gum resist or scraping are popular 
(although the latter is not recommended for metal plates since it reduces 
the grain and fills in easily). Comrnerical transfer papers provide a method 
of creating new effects as well as transferring completed drawings to the 
surface of the plate, but direct methods can be used in t�e absence of 
transfer paper. Frottaged (rubbed} textures can be transferred to the 
plate, or the surface of the object can be inked and pressed on the plate 
or a piece of paper which then transfers it to the plate. The reverse of 
this process, covering the object with gum and then applying it to the plate, 
creates a negative effect. Printing from magazines can be transferred by 
placing the page face down on the plate, applying oleum or lighter fluid 
to the back of the paper and burnishing it. Photographers' engravings can 
also be a source for the lithographer. The photoengraving is inked then 
the image is transferred to a large roller or a piece of paper and applied 
to the.plate. The combination of these methods and other drawing materials 
provide an unending reserve of possible effects for the lithography student. 
Even more sophisticated special effects are available to the well equipped 
1 2  
See the sources cited earlier for discussions of photolithography, 
papers, acid tint, Ben Day mediums, and other special materials. 
ijQt only have new materials been introduced but new printing surf aces have 
;1! 
changed the face of lithography. The use of highly �l:eC:tive ,suffaces,;!iuoh 
as mylar has become quite popular with modern printmakers. Plastic in 
various forms has been used to create new experiences.8 One only has to pick 
up a book on contemporary lithography to realize the almost unlimited 
versatility of the medium. 
FIRST ETCH 
Once the drawing is completed, the plate must be etched. This 
process establishes the image and non-image areas of the plate. The acidic 
gum etch releases the fatty molecules contained in the drawing materials 
and allows them to attach to the surface of the plate while the gum desensi-
tizes the open areas of the plate so they will accept grease. 
To protect the image from the acid in the etch the drawing should 
be dusted with rosin and talc; the rosin enables the drawing to resist the 
corrosive action of the acid, and it combines with the talc and grease to 
protect the drawing surface. First the rosin, then the talc, is brushed 
ovel:' the drawing gently until it is covered. Any excess is knocked off and 
the surface of the drawing is buffed lightly with a soft cloth. Any 
remaining pevder should be blown from the surface before continuing. The 
grease may repel! the etch, leaving areas around the drawing open and 
allowing the image areas to grow or spread during inking. In order to avoid 
this situation, the etch should be kept moving over the drawing during the 
etching period. Some printers recommend moving in t ight circ les , others in 
horizontal and vertical movements. The individual will have to decide 
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which of these methods works best for him1 the author has found little 
difference in the effect. The drawing should never be rubbed hard during 
this procedure� Al though many authorities recommend using sponges or cloths 
for the etch, a soft brush is less likely to damage the image. Delicate 
washes or tonal passages may be overcome by strong etehes, and Knign and 
Zimiles recommend a different procedure for etching delicate drawings.9 
The etch should not be too acid, since a strong etch may destroy the image 
and over react with the plate acting as a counteretch. 10 The pH (acidity 
or alkalinity) of the etch should be checked if there is doubt concerning 
its strength. According to Antreasian and Adams, the pH of the etch should 
be around 2.s.11 In order to check the pH a roll of indicator paper with 
a color chart must be used. The paper is dipped into the solution for two­
to-three seconds, then the color is checked against the color chart provided. 
If the etch is too weak or too strong, more acid or gum should be added 
until it reaches the proper strength. The plate should be properly etched 
in two or three minutes, and it should be wiped dry. This process is not 
consistently agreed upon by authorities, but Antreasian and Adams claim 
significant results from tests concerning wiping etch and gum solutions 
dry.12 The theory behind this process is that wiping the solution facilitates 
the aligning of the polarities of the molecules, enabling the film to adhere 
to the plate more tightly. Weaver suggests that the reason for wiping the 
gum dry is to pull the solution off the greasy drawing areas (where it will 
bead and cause difficulty during wash out) in order to create an exact 
stencil of the drawing for the application of the printing base. For 
whatever reason it is used, the process requires care since the friction of 
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��ing can smear the drawing . Wiping should be gentle at first, growing 
I!lll>re vigorous as the solution dries, but it should never be hard. Wiping 
i,:t tight circles allows for even distribution of the solution and encourages 
a' light buffing action. After the gum is dry it is washed from the plate, 
and the procedure is repeated with plain gum (the plate should not be 
dusted this time). A film of protective gum should always be applied 
whenever the plate is left, and when difficulties in processing develop the 
plate should be gummed immediately to prevent further deterioration of the 
surface films. 
WASH OUT 
With the plate protected by a layer of dry gum, the image is �vently 
washed out with turpentine or a similar solvent. The plate should not be 
rubbed hard because this can disrupt the delicate grease film, forcing 
grease into the surface of the non-image areas. The dissolved image pigment 
should be wiped away with a cloth. Although the drawing will look as if it 
has more or less disappeared, there is still a grease film adhering to the 
plate surface. This film must be further strengthened; however, before the 
final desensitizing of the plate. In order to do this, a printing base of 
more concentrated grease must be applied and the image inked fully. 
RUB UP 
After the plate is wiped with a clean dry cloth to remove the excess 
wash out solution, a mixture of liquid asphaltum and turpentine is applied . 
The solution is rubbed gently over the plate for a minute . The drawing 
will begin to appear again. In this step the solution should actually be 
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�W:>Dea into the surface of the plate. After the plate has been allowed to 
I ! 
i ' '11$tand for two or three minutes, the gum and excess solution should be washed 
ii 
!! 
ilrom the plate. Washing the plate should be done as quickly as possible 
Ii I 
:1 
, without applying undue pressure to the plate. The water will dissolve the 
gum, and the solution should lift off easily. 
ROLL UP 
The image should be visible; the asphaltum will cause it to appear 
brown rather than black. Now the plate should be wiped with a clean sponge 
and dampening water to prepare it for inking; proceed to roll up for proof'ing. 
The image will accept ink slowly and several proofs may be necessary before 
a fully inked impression is pulled. Note the numbe.r of times the image must 
be rolled before it is fully inked to insure a consistent edition. Once a 
fully inked impression has been pulled,'.b.he plate should be re-inked and a 
px-oof taken on printing paper. This proof is known as thebon a tirer,13 
and all prints in the edition should be checked against it to insure a 
consistent edition. Any prints not matching the bon a tirer are not numbered 
in the edition and should be destroyed. 
An alternative procedux-e eliminates the rub up step. After washing 
out the image pigment, the plate is rolled up. Without the greasy printing 
base the plate will accept ink slowly and a minimum of four proofs is 
requix-ed before the image reaches full strength. The proofs will gradually 
darken until the drawing is sufficiently dark. Once the plate is inked, a 
proof is pulled on printing paper. The plate is re-inked and dried as 
described above. 
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lll !•tND ETCH 
The second etch is the final desensitizing step and is used to 
/1 1''' fb.er stabilize the surface printing films in order �t they will endure 
1!il 1 
' , '·' bughout the printing of. the edition. Etching at this point is not neces-,i. ·I. . 
I HI i 
! ·.�iY' for pulling an edition under fifty, and, since it has been the ca�se of 
,, i I -.' � :!.\ : ,: : r 
:]� inumber of problems during the course of this project, it is not recommended 
11·11· 
'*�e . Simply proceed to print after the plate is inked fully and a·�� ,·,,:I 
$&� has been pulled. If the image should grow or the printing films show 
'icjns of deterioration during printing, the s£udent may want to consider 
etching again at this ti.me. 
After the inked plate is dry, the margins are cleaned with concentrated 
aulfuric acid. One must be very careful when using caustic solutions to 
clean the margins close to the image; if the solution spreads onto the image 
it will destroy it. Abrasive methods of cleaning the plate should be used 
sparingly. A typewriter eraser may be used to erase small areas but the 
grain must not be destroyed since this will cause further smutting. Once 
the corrections have been made, the plate should be washed thoroughly with 
clea.n water. 
After the plate is dried, it.should be dusted with rosin and talc; 
the procedure is the same as described for the first etch. 
PRINTING 
If the plate is not etched at this time, the printer can proceed 
directly to printing the edition; however, several steps must follow re-
etching to prepare the plate for printing. The image must be washed out 
'! 
with turpentine and rubbed up with asphaltum as described above. Before 
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1•11.ling up with ink, the 9UII\ and excess asphaltUII\ must be washed off the 
• I surface. After wiping the plate with a clean sponge and dampening water; 
the roll up can proceed. Since the plate will need to be fully inked again, 
p:itoofs must be pulled until they match. the bon a tirer. Once the plate is 
printing properly the edition can be printed. 
l 
It is best to print the entire edition at one time if possible 
since the image may be lost by carelessly executed proces�g for storage. 
Printing the edition at one time also conserves ink and reduces the possi-
bility of difficulties occurin9 from changing temperatures and humidity 
which can effect the performance of the ink. 
INKING 
In lithography the inking process is slow, consisting of a build-up 
of thin layers of ink until the appropriate amount is reached. Attempting 
to ink the plate too quickly using an excess amount of ink on the roller 
can lead to overinking, which is one of the most serious problems in 
lithography. This practice can cauSie smutting, filling in, blurred lines, 
and a number of similar problems. Since too much ink will fla.tten out on 
the plate causing the image to grow durin9 printing, it is best to work 
slowly and deliberately with a sparce amount of ink on the roller. When 
inking seems to be proceedi_ng too slowly it is important to resist the 
temptation to add more ink in order to speed it up. 
It is best to put out only a little ink at first and roll it out in 
several directions until a thin, even layer is achieved.. The correct amount 
of ink will make a hissin9 sound as it is rolled and will have a velvety 
texture, Too much ink has a rough surface and makes a crackling nois� as 
it is rolled on the slab; too little will not cover the inking slab. 
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The roller will pick up moisture from the damp surface of the plate 
�ting inking. This moisture can cause difficulty if it is allowed to 
i��y on the roller and get into the ink; therefore, it is advisable to have 
I 
,, 
fNiough space for a clean up area·to remove moisture and lint from the roller 
during inking. One or two passes of the roller on newsprint or on a clean 
-rea of the slab should remove any moisture or lint. It is important to 
keep ink and dampening water free of lint and dirt. If lint becomes a 
problem, a general cleaning should precede a new start, using new ink and 
water. It is advisable to have more than one sponge on hand for�ampening 
the plate in case one should become di�ty during inking. 
The surface of the plate must be kept damp throughout the printing 
process. The correct amount of dampness is something each printer must 
learn to recognize; however, a good rule is to keep the surface damp enough 
that it retains a gray color (�hen dry it will turn a lighter shade). 
Beading or puddling indicates too much water. Sponges are easiest to handle 
when they can be squeezed dry with one hand. After wetting and squeezing 
the sponge, drag it back and forth across the plate rapidly. Beading in 
inked areas should be checked, and the plate should be wiped again if 
necessary. On large crayon areas where it is difficult to be sure that the 
entire surface is uniformly damp it is wise to wipe in two or more directions. 
When smutting occurs, or immediately after pulling a print, the plate should 
be dampened. Smutty areas can be cleaned by rubbing the plate lightly with 
a finger or the side of a hand. By wiping again with the sponge and spots 
that may have been missed can be seen. This practice should be used only as 
a temporary solution; however, since persistent rubbing will lead to further 
smutting. If smutting is caused by the drying out of the plate during 
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inking, dampen the plate and pass the brayer over the surface quickly1 
the brayer wil l pick up the excess ink. When using a brayer, a l ight film 
of scum may form on the plate; repeated light wiping with a damp spo_nge 
should remove this before printing. 
The plate should be dampened immediately after pulling the print; it 
' . 
is important to do this as soon as possible. The plate should not be allowed 
to dry out while the print is examined. One must be careful not to use too 
much water, however, since this can cause the.plate to oxidize and weaken 
the printing surface. 
When inking the plate it is important to develop a system so that 
the plate is inked evenly and consistently. Since it is difficult to 
determine with the eye how much ink is on the plate, a trial and error period 
is useful to determine the correct amount of inking; the best time for �is 
is during proofi_ng. A method must be developed to insure that ea.ch inking 
is consistent and the plate is covered. 
One must be careful when inking with a roller or brayer which wil l  
not cover the image i n  one pass; i n  this case the image must be covered by 
a series of passes approximately one inch apart. It is usually best to work 
in only one direction (i.e., beginning with the left edge and 11\0Ving to 
the right each time), but ig is advisable to reverse directions occasionally 
since there is more ink on the roller on the first pass than the last. This 
method ot rolling several times to cover the image helps to eliminate over-
lappi_ng .and roller marks. When inking with a leather roller, one rol l 
! 
consists of a pass over the image and back in one quick 11\0vement; the move-
ment away from the body lays down ink while the return movement picks up 
ink, guarding against too heavy inking and smutting. Brayer inking does not 
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seem to follow this pattern, perhaps because it is more difficult to roll 
quickly and lightly1 therefore, a smooth pass from margin to margin away 
from the body is sufficient. The brayer is simply pushed1 pressure is not 
necessary. One side may require three or more passes to ink the image 
evenly. 
A one-to-two inch border around the'plate provides space to set the 
roller down and pick it up outside the image area without rolling off the 
plate, thereby keeping the area surrounding the plate clean. Since the 
dampening sponge will pick up ink from around the plate as it is passed 
across the surface, it is important to keep the area near the edges as 
clean as possible. 
A pattern for inking the entire plate must be developed. Inking 
should be done from two or more sides of the plate. When possible inking 
diagonally from corner to corner helps avoid a right-angled �id of roller 
marks from the cross- and lengthwise passes. However, this is satisfactory 
only when the margins are wide enough to avoid rolling across the edges of 
the plate. In order to ink a plate completely it may be necessary to ink 
five times, each inking consisting of three passes lengthwise, three passes 
diagonally, and four passes across the width. The roller should be recharged 
regularly. To avoid over- or underinking, the pattern should be established 
as a habit and used each time. 
SCUMMING 
Scummi.ng or filling in of areas during printing endartgers the edition, 
and the lithographer must constantly be alert to the first signs of such 
trouble since it can lead to irrepairable damage to the plate. Filling in 
2 1  
areas may simply b e  due to the drying out o f  the plate during 
ing. If this is the cause of the problem, it can be solved by dampening 
plate and flicking the brayer across the plate quickly. Scumming, 
:l:••· ever, .is caused by a deterioration of the film on the plate surface, and 
· 1.�e area will continue to accept ink unless the film can be restored. 
' I•' 
, l�cumming usually begins as small dots or areas in non-image areas which 1: 11: 
1iattract and hold ink; as the film weakens it will grow until large areas 
i)ulve filled in. 
Although the ink may be rubbed from scummed areas with the fingers, 
this is only a temporary measure and will lead to further scumming by 
subjecting the plate to the abrasion and oil of the hands. After the first 
etch smutty margins can be cleaned with concentrated sulfuric acid. Since 
this acid is highly caustic it should be handled carefully. It can be applied 
with a cotton swab; however, the acid will react with the cotton causing a 
brown sludge to develop, and, consequently, it must be applied'\!fuickly. A 
sponge should be kept nearby to wash the plate and to prevent the acid from 
spreading and damaging the image. 
If scumming occurs during printing, a foundation solution may be 
employed to keep the image sharp. The foundation solution acts as an etch14 
and should not be used continuously. Although it is used as dampening water, 
foundation solution should have its own sponge. The foundation solution 
should be used less than half the time during printing,15 and it must be 
changed as it gets dirty. other methods of cleaning a smutty plate include 
commercial products and chemical solutions the lithographer c�n make; Weaver 
gives a formula for a cleaning etch.16 Typewriter erasers or snake slips 
(abrasive sticks) may be used to clean margins and small areas of scumming, 
but the lithographer must be careful not to destroy the grain of the plate 
since this situation will only cause further scumming. 
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PAPER 
Paper i s  an integral part of lithography; it enhances the image and 
is the vehicle by which the image is captured for di spl•Y· The paper chosen 
should enrich the desired effect of the l ithograph and at the same time pro-
vide a lasting receptical for the fini shed print . The se lection o f  papers 
made for lithography is excellent and wide. The Tamarind Workshop makes 
many hand-made papers of high qual ity for pro fessional lithographers. 
These pr iniing papers are discussed at length in Antreasian and Adam's book. 
Since paper is such an important aspect of printmaking , the student i s  
advis ed t o  study the section on the selection and care of papers i n  this book. 
other sources also di scus s printing papers for l ithography; Knign and Zimiles 
include a chart of papers and the ir merits , pp. 92-93.17 Most o f  the more 
specialized papers �iscus sed here are not availabl e to the average col lege 
student. Arches and Rives are among the most popular papers and can be 
purchased at most large art supply stores or through graphic s  suppl iers. 
The illustrations for thi s project have been printed on drawing paper so 
that they could be inc luded in this paper. A smooth surfaced , high rag 
content printing paper should be used for printing editions. 
Accurate registration of paper is not as important in s ingl e co lor 
printing as in color lithography; however , the image should be placed in 
approximately the same plac e for each print. The paper should be s lightly 
l arger than the image area, but not larger than the plate. The size of 
the margins wil l depend upon the taste o f  the printer. To facilitate swift 
pos itioning of the paper and accurate placement of the image on the page , 
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registration .marks can be employed . Registration marks can consist of 
crosses drawn on the plate and a corresponding T drawn at the top and bottom 
edge on the back of the paper . When properly aligned, the T on the paper 
will lay directly on top of the cross with the edge of the paper corresponding 
with the crossbar and the vex-ticals forming a continuous line. 
The paper should not be slid across the surface of the "plate since 
this will smear the ink . The paper should be held by opposite corners and 
moved into position about an inch above the plate , then aligned one edge 
at a time. A sheet of paper should be used under the plate to protect the 
press bed from any ink on the plate , andl a backing sheet larger than the 
plate should be placed over the paper. before the blankets. The printing 
paper should be dampened for printing. 
P:ROCESS GUIDE 
MATERIALS LIST 
Brayer 
Ink (oil base printing ink , multilith ink} 
Lithographic Tusche 
Lithographic crayons (#1 and . #2 )  
Paper (newsprint or drawing paper for proofs ,  smooth surfaced , high 
rag content printing papeJ:' for editions) 
Gum Arabic . Solution 
Phosphoric Acid 20\ 
Ammonium Nitrate 
Concentrated Sulfuric Acid 
Turpentine 
Liquid Asphaltum 
Distill.td Water (for dampening the plate , diluting tusche } 
Cellulose Spo.nges 
Cotton Wipes and Swabs 
FORMULAS 
Counteretch (Heller , p . 79 ) 1 8 
4 liquid ounces of phosphoric acid to one gallon of wateJ:' or 
4 l iquid ounces of acetic acid at 2� quarts of water 
Etch (Cliffe , p .  2 7 ) 1 9  
1 liquid ounce of phosphoric acid to 10 ounces gum arabic 
Foundation Solution (Heller , p . 84 ) 2 0 
1 avoirdupois ounce ammonium nitrate to 20 l iquid ounces of wa:r:m water 
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PROCEDURE. 
Counteretch 
1 .  Flood the plate with water and scrub with cotton wipes . Pour off 
excess water . 
2 .  Cover the plate with counteretch solution for one-to-two minutes . 
Pour off counteretch . 
3 .  Wash the plate thoroughly with water . Blot and fan dry . 
Etch 
1 .  Dust with talc and rosin . Blow off excesQ powder and buff' l_ightly 
with a soft cloth .  Dry. 
2 5  
2 .  Cover with etch solution and move it over the plate for two-to-three 
minutes. 
3 . Clean the excess etch f�om the plate with the side of the hand and 
wipe dry . 
4 .  Wash the etch from the plate . Dry . Cover the plate with gum and 
wipe dry . 
Wash out/Rub up/Roll up/Proof 
1 .  Pour a small amount of turpentine on the plate and gently wash out 
the image . Wipe off the excess turpentine with a clean c loth . 
2 .  Pour a puddle of thinned asphaltum on the plate and rub over the 
imaCie for one minute . Let stand for two-or-three minutes . wash off 
the gum and a sphaltum . 
3. Wipe with a c lean sponge and dampening water . Roll up with ink . 
Proof until a fully inked impression is pulled . Pull a proof on good 
paper . 
4 .  Roll up and print the edition or re-etch. 
Re-etch 
1 .  Roll up image until fully inked . Dust with talc and ros in . Dry . 
Apply etch as before .  Dry . 
2. Wash off etch . Apply gwn . Dry . 
3 .  wash out image with turpentine and rub up . Proceed to rol l  up and 
print . 
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The first plate was drawn with Undiluted tusche . The tusche 
�s roli-ed onto the plate with a brayer , applied with a b:r:ush , and 
�plattered by striki_ng the brush _against my hand . The first several 
' 
j ,  
flates were processed slightly differently tha.n described in the first 
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part of this essay . The procedure c ited before devel!!>ped as a result of 
research and experimentation . This section will show how the pro j ect 
evolved and illustrate the development with ex�ples from the plates used 
in the proj ect . After the drawing was completed , the plate was then 
etched without applying talc or J:'Osin . The etch was wiped thin with the 
side of my hand , and then pounded with my palms until it was tacky , and 
left to dry . The etch was left on the plate since no plain gum. was 
available . The alternative method of rol ling up the image without a 
printi_ng base was used (p. 1 5 } . A fully inked impression was pulled 
after three proofs . The plate was not re-inked before the second etch , 
and the image was destroyed . 
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.i � 
Like the f irst plate , this one also used undiluted tusche , this 
time for a l ine drawing . The plate was processed the same as before 
except that it was re-inked fully before the second etch. Five prints 
were pulled and the plate was re-etched before leaving it for several 
hours (since there was still no plain gum available , the plate had to be 
re-etched each time it was stored } . After fourteen prints , ten on 
i drawing paper and four on printing paper , the image had grown slightly , 
the edges of the lines had become fuzzy , and dots of ink were visible in 
the non-printing areas. The plate was re-etched and stored . 
This plate proved highly successful in spite of the lack of contro l 
used in processing . This succ ess is proof that the lithographic process 
can be more simple than the procedure described in the first part of this 
essay ; however , there are s everal possible reasons which might help explain 
this contradiction . First , undiluted tusche provides a strong image 
which was not as easily destroyed by the etch as c rayon or washes . Second , 
line drawings dry better than sol id areas and ink more evenly , and conse­
quently , are more l ikely to be successful than other drawings .  Third , the 
gum film appl ied after the etch provides a stencil for the application of 
the printing base , and , since no printing base was used on this plate , the 
elimination o f  this step did not adversely effect the results . F9urth , 
re-etching during the edition helped to stabilize the printing f ilms in 
the same way that foundation solution would . Fifth ,  this plate was 
processed earlier in the year than those fo llowing , and consequently , may 
not have been subj ected to the higher temperatures and humidity present 
during the rest of the proj ect . (This fact may help to explain the succe s s  
1 !  
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· etch¥lg o n  this plate and the failure of this process o n  subsequent 
· : . l Ther .efore, it is not unlikely that this plate was successful in 
the omissions in the processing , and the chances of other plates 
tng as successful with this method of processing would also depend upon 
strength of the drawing and the other methods of processing used . 
s et of steps which must be adhered to if they 
� to work properly; it is a complex operation which depends upon a 
No method of proces-
ing is infallible, but attempts to simplify the process must be based i : µpon 
I . • 
i. n understanding of the properties at work if they are to be suc cessful . 
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Plate II 
-
THREE 
The third plate was processed the same as the first two ; however t 
it was drawn with crayons rather than tusche in an attempt to compare 
the results of the two drawing media . After three proofs it was decided 
to make additions on the plate . The plate was counteretched , and additions 
in crayon and tusche were inc luded . The plate never achieved ful l inking 
after the second etch . Since aluminum does not acc ept additions success­
fully after the first etch t counteretching i s  not usually sufficient to 
resensitize the plate . Weaver gives a formula for a solution for resensi­
tizing aluminum plates . 2 1  No proofs were pulled after re-etching . 
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FOUR 
The fourth plate was also drawn with crayon , but tusche washes 
were added . It was processed the same as the first three plates , except 
that this plate was dusted with talc and rosin before etching . The image 
never accepted ink, however , and because it began to scum during inking 
it had to be re-etched while only partially charged with ink . (Plain gum 
was still not available to protect the plate without etching . }  Three 
unsuccessful proofs were pulled from this plate . 
Since the image was probably destroyed by re-etching without the 
proper amount o f  ink on the plate , attempts to re-enforc e  the drawing were 
made . After conteretching , the image was redrawn , dusted , and etched . 
Three more proofs were pulled at this time , but the image never accepted 
ink. 
3 5  
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fIVE 
S ince plate number four was not successful , the drawing was repeated 
on the fifth plate in an attempt to discover the reasons for the failure 
of the first one . The drawing contained both shaded areas and l ines , as 
well as tusche wa shes , and consequently was a good test plate . Thi s plate 
was etched as before ; however ,  the rub up s tep was added to the proces s 
for the first time . For this plate the rub up process used was that 
recommended by Heller2 2  in which a sponge charged with thinned ink i s  
worked acro s s  the image followed by another sponge containing a g um  and 
water mixture . The gum and water helps the non-image areas resist the 
ink . Thi s rubbing is continued until the image i s  s l ightly darker than 
the original drawing; however , this process did not pr�ve successful 
during this proj ect , and Weaver ' s  rub up procedure was substituted . 2 3  
The fi fth plate did not rub up or accept ink ; three proofs were pul l ed 
from this plate . 
-3 7  
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SD 
Al so a crayon drawing , the sixth plate was etched the same as the 
f�fth , except that plain gum was used as described in the procedure section 
of this essay . Ful l strength liquid asphaltum was used as the print ing 
. base during the rub up for this print . Since asphaltum is a heavy , greasy 
liquid and is practically non-drying , using it ful l  strength caused a 
number of probl ems . Moving the asphaltum over the plate was difficult , 
and washing the heavy l iquid off the plate with a sponge proved almost 
impossible . (Holding the plate under running water wil l  wash the printing 
bas e and gum from the plate easi ly and quickly . )  The image was weak and 
never inked properly . It is impossible to determine if the difficulties 
with the wash out were a cause of the damaged image or merely an effect 
of another , undiscovered , factor . 
3 9  
Plate VI 
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SEVEN 
Plate number seven involved a combination of drawing material s and 
a direct transfer. Crayon and tusche , both undiluted and in washes , were 
used on the top section of the plate while a piece of tarlatan rol led with 
printing ink was applied to the lower section of the plate . 
Since a number of the preceeding plates had never developed a strong 
image ,  there was doubt whether the chemical s in the etch and counteretch 
were old and had lost their potency . Therefore , plate number seven was 
divided approximately in half horizontally , and the lower hal f  was processed 
with the old solutions , while newly mixed formulas were used on the upper 
hal f . During this etch the method of wiping the etch vertically and hori­
zontal ly with a wipe as recommended by Knign and Zimiles 2 �  was used . 
(Until this point the etch has always been appl ied and moved about the 
plate with a so ft brush . ) While etching the upper hal f  o f  this plate with 
the new etch , the transferred texture l i fted off the plate. 
This lo ss of the image may have been caused by several factors . First , 
the printing ink may not have been completely dry , and this situation might 
allow the etch to destroy its hold on the plate's surface . Second , the area 
which deteriorated first was along the dividing line between the two sec­
tions of the plate , and during the wiping process that area received more 
rubbing which could have loosened the ink from the plate . However , more 
areas weakened and deteriorated when the gum was wiped dry and during the 
second etch . The fact that areas away from the dividing line were al so 
destroyed indicates that the cause was probably a combination of factors or 
some other reason and not j ust the extra rubbing in that area . The image 
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EIGHT 
In an attempt to account for the destruction of the image on plate 
seven , the pH of the etche s  and counteretches was checked to determine if 
they were too strong and might be overpowering the drawings . Whi le the new 
counteretch proved to be slightly too acidic , both the old and new etches and 
the old counteretch were within the range indicated by Antreasian and Adams . 2 5  
Plate number eight made use o f  tusche sol ids and washes . The plate 
was processed the same as number seven , but this time it was divided 
vertically so that the halves would match more c losely for better comparison . 
The left half was processed by the old formulas , the right , ·  by the new one s . 
During pr9cessing , etch was acc identally applied to the right half o f  the 
plate , but it was rins ed immediately . The plate was rubbed up with a sphaltum 
whi ch had been thinned with turpentine to the consistency of syrup . 
Processed this way , the plate inked ful ly in two proofs ; however , whi le 
c leaning the margins close to the image the acid spread onto the plate and 
destroyed the image . Two successful proofs had been pul led before the 
image was lost . 
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, NINE 
Tusche and crayon were combined in the ninth plate , but the tusche 
washes were diluted with turpentine this time rather than water . The 
dissolved brush strokes of undiluted tusche in the right hal f of the plate 
were the result of the turpentine which was already on the plate reacting 
with the tusche as it was brushed on , causing the bubbl ed effect . 
For this plate multil ith ink was substituted for the general pur­
pos e  oil base printing ink used until this point . Because the multil ith 
ink is stiffer , it is closer to trad.itional lithographic proof ing inks . The 
viscosity enables the plate to build a strong ink film .  I t  a l so provides a 
rich black with les s  ink , but it tends to skim over when l eft out on the 
slab for more than thirty minutes and must be rol led frequently to e l iminate 
this problem .  I t  has proved a m:>re satisfactory ink than the former in 
this proj ect . 
As with number eight , the ninth plate inked quickly , and a proof was 
pulled on printing paper . Although the image was strong , including the 
crayon and wash areas as wel l  as the so lids , it began to disintegrate 
during the second etch and was lost . 
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TEN 
Since the sulfuric acid had destroyed the image on plate number 
eight , it was counteretched as if it were a new plate . Using the outline of 
the previous drawing which was still faintly visibl e , but making several 
changes , the plate was redrawn in rub up solution (thinned asphaltum) . 
Since this printing bas e  is a more concentrated grease it was hoped that it 
would adhere to the plate in spite of the fact that it had /already been 
etched . 
The plate was etched , wa shed out , and rubbed up . It accepted ink 
well and looked as if it would be a successful plate 1 however , during 
preo fing the image was picked off in spots by the paper.,  and these areas 
never re-inked . The second etch did not destroy the image , but it was 
already weakened by this time and never inked to full strength again . 
48 
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ELEVEN 
The eleventh plate utilized tusche solids , washe s , crayon , and gum 
resist in its drawing . Because of the humidity the large areas of tusche 
took a long time to �ry , but , if these areas are etched whi le still damp , 
the tusche may di s so lve , leaving non-printing spots in the so lid areas . 
The plate was processed with new solutions as described in the Process 
Guide , pp . 25 1 26 .  The washes within the large heart printed too darkly , 
filling in completely in some areas . After one proo f was pul led the plate 
was inked fully and dried 1 the fil led in areas were treated with sul furic 
acid in an attempt to l ighten them . The acid covered the sponge that was 
being used to clean the plate , and the texture o f  the sponge was trans ferred 
to the solid tusche of the surrounding area s . The effect was interesting , 
and the effect was copied on other areas of the plate . The process was dif� 
ficult to control since the corros ive action of the acid was unpredictable . 
It is impo s s ible to know how successful the effec t  would have been because a 
serious mistake during the processing destroyed the image before any fur­
ther proof s  could be taken . After leaving the plate for a day to insure 
that the ink was dry , it was dusted with talc and ros in . Due to an error 
it was washed out with turpentine and rubbed up with asphaltum . Without 
the etch and gum to protect the plate , the image was ruined . 
50 
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TWELVE-FIFTEEN 
P lates twelve through f ifteen are a serie s ; all four were executed 
in tusche and tusche washes using s imilar compositional elements . All four 
were processed the same ; however , the twelfth print inked wel l  for the 
first proo f , but did not accept ink as well afterwards . All the other 
plates proofed well with strong sol ids and washe s . 
Whil e  wiping the second etch on plate s  twelve and thirteen the image s 
began to l ift off ; consequently , the wiping wa s halted and the etch was al lowed 
to dry slowly . After allowing plates fourteen and fifteen to dry thoroughly 
the talc and rosin were buf fed l ightly , then etched . The images did not 
dis integrate as before ; however , the dried ink caused difficulties in the 
wash out . Plates twelve and thirteen had dried gum over portions of the 
image areas since the gum had not been wiped dry . Turpentine doe s  not 
dis so lve the gum , and the areas under the gum could not be washed out and 
rubbed up . When the wash out did not dis solve the ink , another method was 
used to wash out the dried ink on the plates . The plate i s  flooded with 
water , and a small amount of turpentine is poured on the plate ; since the 
turpentine floats the water prevents it from damaging the plate . The 
chances o f  destroying the printing films are greater with this method 
because there is no protective layer on the plate , and one should be careful 
when attempting to use it . Since the gum film has been washed away , a 
printing base cannot be applied after the wash out , and the plate must be 
inked and proofed until it is fully charged . 
Although they proo fed wel l , none of thes e  four plates accepted ink 
after the second etch . One proo f was pul l ed from each , and an extra proof 
on print ing paper was pulled from plate thirteen . The fact that the se plates 
5 2  
were printing before the second etch indicates that the difficulty is in 
re-etching ; however , because of a lack of time and ctmside:rdriq ' the scope of 
the pro j ect it became impractical to continue in order to discover a solu­
tion to this problem . The number of factors involved in thi s process make 
it difficult to pinp0int the nature of the problem in order to determine a 
possible so lution . 
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Plate XIII 
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CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this proj ect as stated in the opening pages of this 
essay was two-fold ; one , to provide the interested student with a practical 
guide to lithographic procedure , and , two , to discover the practical ity of 
adapting metal-plate l ithography to a situation similar to that o f  Eastern 
I l linois University with the limitation in equipment discus sed earl ier . 
Thi s  proj ect , then , is an attempt to determine the feasibility of developing 
lithography as a workable printing method for the average printmaking 
student . 
The success of l ithography as a printing medilllll in the hands of a 
profess ional cannot be denied , but the practical adaption o f  it to the se par­
ticular circ\llllstances presents a number of problems . Because of the com­
plexity of the factors involved in lithography , contro l o f  the medilllll depends 
upon the understanding of the chemical processes involved and the abil ity to 
manipulate them to produc e the desired e ffect . The var iety of effects avai l­
able to the lithographer has only been indicated , but these all depend upon 
a technical expertise which allows the printer the freedom to develop his 
ideas unhindered by technical l imitations . Thi s  pro j ect has been l imited to " '  
a single color ; consequently , there has been no di scussion o f  the complex 
technology o f  color l ighography . The proj ect has also been limited to tra­
ditional drawing media , tusche and crayon 1 although asphaltlllll and a direct 
transf er were used , these do not vary far from the traditional methods of 
drawing on the pl�te . In addition to these limitations which were placed on 
the proj ect to contain its scope to a size which could be adequately covered 
in a pro j ect of this nature ,  were the limitations of inappropriate or 
unavailable equipment . The practical uses of l ithography within these limits 
were explored . 
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Although the author believes that , given unlimited time and pat ience , 
the difficulties encountered in thi s  pro j ect could eventual ly be overcome 
and solut ions could be found , it must be conc luded that this proj ect has not 
been able to prove that metal-plate lithography is a fea s ible or practical 
medium for the situation described . After fifteen plates , each of which 
seemed to be only one step removed from succe s s , it has become obvious that 
the complexity of the problems are beyond the ability of the student to 
handle within the available framework . In spite o f  the avai lable re source 
material , it has not been po s sibl e to determine the exact nature of the 
dif ficulties encountered or the correct so lutions which would al low for 
adequate control of the process .  This failure does not mean that the pro j ect 
was not successful 1 however , since the ultimate goal was to determine whether 
such a process could be developed within the given limitations . The pre­
c eeding sections have set forth the practical guide lines which have deve loped 
during the course of the proj ect , and they should be valuabl e to any student 
interested in lithography . The exper iments have been related to the basic 
l ithographic procedure and illustrations and a discussion o f  each plate 
have been included to correlate the actual product with the proc e s s . As a 
resul t ,  thi s proj ect ful fills its goa l s  and can serve interested students in 
their studies of metal-plate lithography . 
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FOOTNOTES 
1 The attitude that lithographers work from a magic ritual rather 
than with unaerstandable laws is noted by Peter Weaver , The Technique of 
Lithography (New York : Reinho ld , 1964 } , p .  49 . 
2Garo z .  Antreasian and 
Art. and Techniques (New York : 
as Tamarind Book . )  
Cl inton Adams , The Tamarind Book o f  Lithography : 
Abrams , 1 9 7 0 } , p .  278 . (Herein referred to 
3Gerald Woods , Introduc ing Lithography (New York : Watson-Guptill , 
1969 } ' p .  7 0 . 
4For a detail ed explanation of the chemistry o f  lithography , see 
Antreas ian and Adams , Tamarind Book , pp . 2 5 5-280 . 
5 tbid . , p .  2 7 1 . 
6Michael Knign and Murray Zimiles , The Technique of Fine Art Lithography 
(New York : Van Nostrand Reinhold Company , 197 0 } , p .  69 . (Herein referred 
to as Fine Art Lithography . }  
7Antreas ian and Adams , Tamarind Book , pp . 2 58-260 . 
8Jul ius Hel ler , Printmaking Today : A Studio Handbook (2nd ed . ,  
New York : Holt , Rinehardt and Winston , Inc . , 197 2 ) , p .  103 . (Herein 
referred to as Printmaking Today . } 
9Knign and Zimiles , Fine Art Lithography , p .  5 3 . 
1 0Antreasian and Adams , Tamarind Book , p .  2 7 7 . 
1 1 Ibid . ' p .  147 . 
1 2 Ibid . , p .  278 . 
1 3 Ibid . , p .  102 . 
1 4 Ibid . , p .  279 . 
1 5Heller , Printmakin� Toda;y> p .  54 . 
1 6weaver , The Technique of Lithography , p .  5 5 . 
1 7Knign and Zimiles , Fine Art Lithography , pp . 9 2 -9 3 . 
1 8Heller , Printmaking Today , p .  7 9 . 
1 9Henry Cliff , Lithography : A Complete Handbook o f  Modern Techniques 
of Lithography (New York : Watson-Gupti l l , 196 5 } , p .  2 7 . 
2 0 Heller , Printmaking Today , p .  84 . 
2 l weaver , The Technique of Lithography , p .  56 . 
2 2Heller , Printmaking Today, pp . 60-6 3 . 
2 3weaver , The Technique of Lithography , pp . 53-54 . 
2 4Knign and Zimiles , Fine Art Lithography , p .  7 2 . 
2 5Antreasian and Adams , Tamarind Book , p .  2 7 8 . 
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